List quantities needed in the spaces below.

A  Plank 8 ft | HD3 Woodgrain
Face of Plank panel is 5" tall by 8 ft long. Coverage is 52 sq./ft. per box.
15 pc/ctn
30 pc = 1 square
SP58HD3 _______ Boxes

B  Plank 12 ft | Solid
Face of Plank panel is 5" tall by 12 ft long. Coverage is 52 sq./ft. per box.
10 pc/ctn
20 pc = 1 square
SP12 _______ Boxes

C  Outside Corner Post
Used to trim outside corner of home.
10 pc/ctn
OCPSP _______ Boxes
OCPSPHD3 _______ Boxes

D  Large Outside Corner Post
Used to trim outside corner of home.
6 pc/ctn
OCPVS _______ Boxes
OCPVSHD3 _______ Boxes

E  Drip Cap
Flashes the top of windows and doors, also used as a starter when installing panels vertical
10 pc/ctn
DCP _______ Boxes
DCPHD3 _______ Boxes

F  L-Flashing
Used as a flashing replacement for J-Channel.
25 pc/ctn
LS8S _______ Boxes
LS8SHD3 _______ Boxes

G  Brick Ledge Flashing
Installed over a brick or stone wall transition.
10 pc/ctn
BLFP _______ Boxes
BLFPHD3 _______ Boxes

H  H-Channel
Used as a transition from solid or woodgrain finish on the wall.
10 pc/ctn
SHP _______ Boxes
SHPHD3 _______ Boxes

I  J-Channel
Installed around windows and doors, also used to cap the last row of panels.
25 pc/ctn
JSP _______ Boxes
JSPHD3 _______ Boxes

J  Utility Trim
Covers or caps trimmed panels.
25 pc/ctn
UTS _______ Boxes
UTS HD3 _______ Boxes

K  Starter Trim
Color matched starter strip for the panels to hook into.
10 pc/ctn
PSS _______ Boxes
PSSHD3 _______ Boxes

L  Support Trim
Used to support the last row of panels, must be installed inside of J-channel, the cut piece of siding is inserted in between the support trim and J-channel.
10 pc/ctn
PST _______ Boxes
PSTHD3 _______ Boxes

All quantities to complete installation need to be verified by contractor and/or installer. Quality Edge will only honor ordered amounts.
List quantities needed in the spaces below.

**14.77” x 30 ft. Trim Coil**

Used to make custom parts and flashing on site.

1 roll/ctn

T1430SM _____ Rolls
T1430SMHD3 _____ Rolls

**Touch-Up Paint**

1 pc/ctn

BRUSH _____ Bottle
BRUSHHD3 _____ Bottle

**Saw Blade**

1 pc/ctn

7.25SSB _____ Blades